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This convention will bring together Europe’s most
influential thought leaders in the areas of Dairy and
Agriculture from across industry and government.
Speakers at this convention will include EU
Agriculture Commissioner Phil Hogan who will

Next week: our EDA /
Assifonte Convention 2018
14 – 17 November 2018, Dublin
Hosted by Dairy Industry Ireland
It is with great pleasure that the European Dairy

give the key note speech at this year’s European
Dairy Platform. The 2018 Green Dairy Convention
will

not

only

provide

you

with

enriching

presentations from high level speakers and give
you an update on key dairy subjects, but also offer
you an excellent opportunity to meet colleagues
from the European and global dairy sector.

Association, ASSIFONTE and Dairy Industry Ireland,
will welcome you next week at the EDA/ASSIFONTE
Annual Convention 2018 in Dublin, Ireland.

‘A Green Future for European Dairy’ has
been chosen as the theme of this year’s convention –
which perfectly fits in with Ireland’s long-standing
and unique grass based dairy system, where
sustainable farming, mild climate and luscious
landscape lie at the core.

Your favourite Dairy Product?
“My favourite dairy
product is an aged Comte
cheese on a crispy
baguette with salted
butter!”
Dr Michael Scannell,
incoming DG AGRI director
markets & observatories
“My preferred cheese is
Rügener Badejunge – a
camembert type cheese
that was used to be
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produced on the island of

Rügen”
Dr Jens Schaps, outgoing
DG AGRI director markets

➤ REGISTER NOW!

& observatories
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EDA - FEFAC workshop on
the EU Protein Strategy

“For our students, the exchange on agricultural policy

Last week, EDA and FEFAC (European Feed

EU institutions, especially to DG AGRI and the civil

Manufacturers’ Federation) organised a workshop

servants for their time and energy that they spend for

on the EU Protein Strategy and on non-GM EU

the future generation in agriculture. And it is always

market for animal products and feed. EDA and

a pleasure to be welcomed in the EDA premises in

FEFAC had an exchange of view with the EU

Brussels”, underlined Prof Dr Holger D. Thiele.

in Brussels is essential for a better understanding of
the overall environment. We are really grateful to the

Commission (DG AGRI) and other stakeholders on
the recent developments of the EU Protein Strategy,
aimed at encouraging the production of protein
crops within the EU. This was an opportunity to
discuss as well the need to have a harmonization
across the EU in the field of GM-free labelling for
food products. The next step of the Protein Strategy

is the high-level conference organised by the EU
Commission on 22-23 November in Vienna.

Dr. Peter Wehrheim (cabinet EU Commissioner Phil
Hogan) with Prof Martin Braatz, Prof Holger D Thiele
and EDA secretary general Alexander Anton

EDA contributes to the
Protein Balance Sheet of the
European Commission
EDA has conducted, together with IFCN, a study on
Stewart Aitken (Volac) and Nick Major (FEFAC Chair) at
the EDA-FEFAC workshop on the protein strategy

the EU protein balance sheet for dairy to complete
the official “EU Protein Balance Sheet (PBS)” in the
light of the upcoming EU Protein Strategy.

EDA – European Dairy
Academix in Brussels

Students of the University of Applied Sciences Kiel
(Germany) met with MEP Reimer Böge and with
civil servants from DG AGRI to discuss ‘EU Common
Agricultural Policy and Trade beyond 2020’.

EDA Secretary General Alexander Anton presents the
EDA-IFCN study to Tom Tynen (EU Commissioner Phil
Hogan cabinet)
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The official EU PBS published by the Commission

Secretary Food and Veterinary. Thomas Parry-Jones

does not include any data on roughage. However,

and Philip Flaherty gave an update on the state-of

roughage (like pasture, green forage, silage) is an

-play from The United Kingdom’s perspective and

important

ruminants,

assured that the United Kingdom strives for a

representing at least 85% in volume of a dairy cow

cooperation that is as close as possible, with

daily intake.

minimal impact on the dairy sector.

source

of

protein

for

The study conducted by EDA and IFCN shows that,
at EU level, almost 70% of the total protein intake of
dairy cows stems from roughage, with Ireland (84%)
and Austria (80%) having the highest ratio.
Furthermore, 95% of the roughage used in dairy
farms in the Union is grown “on farm”, playing a key
role in both farm economics and sustainability. The
study reaffirms the unique ability of dairy cows to

Thomas Parry-Jones, Philip Flaherty and Stewart Aitken

consume non-edible food stock for humans and

turn it into the highest value protein for human

@EDA Dairy

consumption.

Nov5

EDA meets with UK
PermRep in Brussels
Last week, a high-level meeting between the United
Kingdom’s Permanent Representation in Brussels,

@jyrkikatainen @EU_Commission
#SingleMarket Conference #investEU today:
@EU_Growth Dir Gen Lowri Evans firmly condemns
national protectionist measures in the EU @dairyanton @FoodDrinkEU: Why does the EU
then allow national schemes for compulsory origin

EDA and Stewart Aitken (Volac, UK) took place in

the EDA premises. EDA shared the dairy perspective
and the work carried out by EDA and our members
on the dairy sectors Brexit preparations and at our
BREXIT workshops with Thomas Parry-Jones, First
Secretary Agriculture, and Philip Flaherty, First

Animal Farming for Human’s well-being and planetary health
This week’s ➤ Animal Task Force seminar delivered an excellent basis for a science-based approach on the
needs of animal products in our daily diets. Panelists from the European Parliament or research institutes discussed the environmental impacts, health benefits, social and economic developments related to livestock
production. “We need to consider all relevant aspects of agriculture when assessing animal agriculture. What is
really required is an integration of plant and animal production, since both are interlinked. In most discussions
and studies, this interlink is not taken into account”, underlined Jean-Louis Peyraud (INRA), president of the
Animal Task Force.
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